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Abstract

In economic models, it is usually assumed that agents aggregate their private and all available public

information correctly and completely. In this experiment, we identify subjects' updating procedures and

analyze the consequences for the aggregation process. Decisions can be based on private information

with known quality and observed decisions of other participants. In this setting with random ordering,

information cascades are observable and agents' overcon�dence has a positive e�ect on avoiding a non-

revealing aggregation process. However, overcon�dence reduces welfare in general.
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Information Aggregation with Random Ordering: Cascades and Overcon�dence

In most economic models, it is assumed that agents apply rules of conditional probability (Bayes' rule)

to make decisions based on private and public information. Sequential decision making without a pric-

ing mechanism leads to the development of information cascades if Bayesian updating is used. In an

information cascade, an agent takes an identical action for all possible private signals because no private

signal can overrule the available public information. Information cascades were studied theoretically by

Banerjee (1992), Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch (1992, 1998), and Welch (1992). Cascades can

be stable after as few as two consecutive identical decisions especially if the information quality for all

agents is identical and if all agents act rationally. Even if a distribution of information qualities exists, the

results will not change in the limit as long as the information is positively correlated with the true value

(Lee 1993). Clustering of decisions or herding can also occur because of endogenous timing decisions and

waiting costs as in Gul and Lundholm (1995) and in Zhang (1997), or because of exogenous incentives

(Scharfstein and Stein 1990).

Informational cascades and herding models are typically used to explain clustering of decisions. How-

ever, the question of how systematic biases and random irrational behaviour inuences the aggregation

process is usually not addressed. With our experiment we want to evaluate the structure of agents'

updating behavior. The experimental method is chosen mainly because it is possible to control all major

parameters, to vary the available information, and to repeat identical situations to account for potential

learning e�ects. Furthermore, no restrictions are imposed on how participants use private and public

information. As a result, theoretical predictions and actual behavior can be compared to evaluate and

to explain observed di�erences. More speci�cally, it is possible to distinguish between rational herd be-

havior and non-Bayesian behavior. Our experimental setting will also demonstrate why huge swings in

opinions or asset prices might be observed although no new information seems to be available. Individual

overcon�dence within cascades is identi�ed to be the most likely reason since we can eliminate other

explanations that are not consistent with the observed decisions.

To keep our experimental design as simple as possible we focus on sequential decisions with random

ordering of the agents who decide once in every round. At the end of each round, uncertainty about the

true value is resolved to allow for controlled learning. Our design is an extension of the experiment of

Anderson and Holt (1997) which is based on the binary example of Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch

(1992).1 We introduce two instead of one signal qualities because a simple counting heuristic leads to the

same observed behavior as using Bayes' rule in a design with a uniform signal quality.2 The signal quality

is part of the private information and known with certainty. This modi�cation increases the complexity

of the decision problem suÆciently to eliminate the success of simple heuristics. In addition, it reects

economic situations more appropriately because agents usually do not receive identical signal qualities.

Di�erent information qualities on the one hand increase the information content of observed decisions

1Hung and Plott (1999) replicated and extended Anderson and Holt (1997) to investigate the e�ect of di�erent reward

mechanisms on the evolution of cascades.

2About one third of the participants used the counting heuristic in a modi�ed asymmetric design when Bayesian updating

would lead to the alternative prediction (Anderson and Holt 1997).
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but on the other hand introduce uncertainty about others' information.3 Thus, there is enough room

for identi�able non-Bayesian updating behavior. Finally, two signal qualities reduce the likelihood that

agents have to randomize their decision because of inconclusive private and public information.4

Potential cascades can collapse in our design if an agent receives high quality information or if somebody

believes more in her private information than justi�ed by Bayes' rule. Note that putting more weight

on the own private information might be a signal for overcon�dence but it can be a (rational) reaction

to others' behavior, too. Whereas we can distinguish between superior information and overcon�dence

since we know the signal distribution, it is rather diÆcult observing only others' predictions. As a result,

the aggregation process can switch from a cascade to a reverse cascade and vice versa either because of

superior information or because of undetected overcon�dence.

Our experiment is related to the psychological research on overcon�dence in probability judgment. We-

instein (1980), Lichtenstein, Fischho�, and Phillips (1982) and many other studies demonstrate that

unrealistic optimism in almost every judgment situation is a common human trait. Klayman, Soll,

Gonz�ales-Vallejo, and Barlas (1999) present a more recent experiment to shed more light on the sta-

bility of overcon�dence in di�erent domains. Underweighing of likelihood information or conservatism

(Edwards 1968) is an alternative explanation for the observed behavior that subjects put too much

weight on their own information rather than using publicly available information adequately. In our

experiment, we cannot formally distinguish between conservatism and overcon�dence. However, since

subjects emphasized the dependency on their own private information as well as others' mistakes in their

questionnaires after the experiment we label the observed behavior as overcon�dence.

Recent comprehensive overviews of psychological �ndings with their implications for economics in mind

are provided by Camerer (1995), Odean (1998) and Hirshleifer (2001). In markets, overcon�dence can

cause speculation because traders are \certain" that they have superior skills or information. As a result,

information mirages can develop in which the price process looks as if new information exists (Camerer

and Weigelt 1991). Smith, Suchanek, and Williams (1988) and Porter and Smith (1994) investigated

experiments in which huge bubbles occurred that are based mostly on overcon�dent speculators.5 Over-

con�dence and other results from individual experiments in psychology and economics have recently

been incorporated in market models. For example, Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Subrahmanyam (1998) used

individuals' overcon�dence and the self-attribution bias to explain overreaction and volatility changes.

Although it is legitimate to use results from individual decision making to build market models, two

potential problems have to be addressed. First, individual behavior varies largely and may not be as

stable as assumed in models. Second, agents might identify or anticipate others' behavior and try to act

accordingly. Whether this attempt o�sets or increases the e�ect of non-Bayesian behavior on information

aggregation is an open question. The answer depends on whether others' errors are correctly identi�ed

3This uncertainty together with the above mentioned uncertainty about others' behavior creates composition uncertainty

as in Avery and Zemsky (1998).

4Anderson and Holt (1997) assume that agents follow their own signal in this situation. This assumption is justi�ed since

a small probability of incorrect updating by other participants would also lead to this prediction instead of randomizing.

5See Camerer (1989) for an overview of earlier research to explain bubbles and fads.
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or anticipated, or not. For these two questions, we want to �nd some answers within our experimental

setting.

The most important result is that participants do not make their predictions using Bayes' rule but they

employ an identi�able heuristic, which put too much weight on private information. The heuristic is

based on overcon�dence. As a consequence a relatively large number of potential cascades collapse or

do not develop at all. However, participants are able to increase the number of correct predictions

signi�cantly above their private information level despite their own and others' updating mistakes using

speci�c heuristics which improve predictions especially if public and private information is not very

reliable. In relative terms, more ex post incorrect (reverse) cascades collapse. But in absolute numbers,

ex post correct cascades are destroyed more often than reverse cascades due to systematic mistakes.

As a result, groups' welfare decreases compared to the situation in which all participants use Bayes'

rule. This result seems to contradict the theoretical results derived by Bernardo and Welch (2000)

who emphasized the welfare bene�ts of entrepreneurs' overcon�dence in their model. A certain level of

overcon�dence could also have a positive welfare e�ect in our experiment if we had more than six subjects

in an experimental session. The avoidance of reverse cascades would then have a positive e�ect for more

subsequent predictions whereas destroyed cascades would develop nevertheless due to the information

structure.

We proceed with the experimental design and procedures. In section 2, we will present the information

aggregation theory for this experiment. Section 3 contains the main results and an analysis of observed

cascades and their survival. In the �nal section 4, we summarize the results and present some ideas about

design extensions.

1 Design and Procedures

As mentioned, we extend the experimental design of Anderson and Holt (1997) in two respects: We

introduce two di�erent information qualities and use computers to increase the number of repetitions per

experimental session to analyze whether individuals or the whole group learn within a session. Based

on private and public information each of the six participants in a session has to predict in every round

whether state A or state B occurs.

Before we describe the design in more detail we introduce some notation. States and predictions are

denoted in capital letters (A;B) - private signals in small letters (a; b). Probabilities are always expressed

with respect to state A. The general position index is denoted by y 2 f1; 2; :::6g. i
y

X
denotes the

private information with i 2 fa; bg and signal strength X 2 fS;Wg which is distributed at position y.

hy = D1; ::Dy with D 2 fA;Bg are histories of predictions that can be publicly observed at position y+1

before making a prediction. h
y

id
refer to identical predictions of all predecessors, i.e. h

y

idA
= A1:::Ay.

Figure 1 illustrates the procedure within one round. Note that subjects face no time restrictions making

their decisions and submitting their predictions. At the beginning of each round the state is determined.

Both states (A;B) occur with the same probability
�
pA = pB = 1

2

�
. Then, the ordering of all six subjects

is �xed randomly for this round.
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Figure 1: Procedure within one round

The decision procedure within one round is illustrated in this �gure. After the state is determined, the signals' strengths

and private information for each subject are drawn. In addition, the ordering is randomly �xed for the round. Then, each

subject receives the private information as soon she has to submit a prediction. There is no time limit for submitting a

prediction, which will become public knowledge. The next subject receives her private information after a random delay of

three to seven seconds. At the end of each round, the true state is revealed.
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Finally, private signals (iX) are generated independently for each subject in a two step procedure de-

pending on the realized state:

1. The signal strength is drawn �rst. It is either weak or strong with probability pW = pS = 1

2
.

2. Strong private information iS is correct with probability p (A j aS) = p (B j bS) =
4

5
.

Weak private information iW is correct with probability p (A j aW ) = p (B j bW ) = 3

5
.

Thus, even weak signals contain some information about the realized state.6 Public information consists

of all predictions that are already made within a round. Predictions contain the predicted state as well

as the position at which they have been submitted, i.e. state AyorBy has been predicted at position y.

Based on public and private information, a participant must submit her prediction for which she will

receive 300 cu if the prediction is correct and 100 cu otherwise. The information structure and the

experimental procedure is common knowledge because it is explained as part of the instructions (see

appendix). Note that a subject cannot identify neither other participants' private information and signal

strengths with certainty7 nor the identity of these other participants since predictions were submitted

anonymously and the participants' ordering was determined randomly for each round.

6The probabilities associated to strong and weak signals are selected to satisfy the following restrictions. First, the

di�erence of information quality between strong and weak signals should be as large as possible to increase the value of

public information. Second, the weak signal should be considerably more informative than having no information at all.

Third, the strong signal should not contain too much information since otherwise no information aggregation task would

remain. Fourth, we wanted to have on average the same information content as in Anderson and Holt (1997) who chose

p (state j signal) = 2

3
. Finally, the probabilities should be some \prominent" number such that subjects understand the

design easily within 20 minutes.

7In some situations it is possible to infer the signals' strength of the immediate predecessor assuming Bayesian updating.
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The experiment was performed using software that was developed speci�cally for this experiment. Figure

2 shows the screen of a subject at position IV before she made her decision.

Figure 2: Screenshot at position IV

This screenshot shows all available information for the participant who has to submit her prediction at position IV. She

receives the private information aS , i.e. p (A j as) =
4

5
. The public information contains the observable predictions in this

round: (A1B2A3).

The observable predictions (A1; B2; A3) can be used to update the own private information aS . The

rational updating procedure assuming rationality for the �rst three participants is analyzed in section

2. Predicting the state might be easier in some situations (e.g. �rst three predictions: B1; B2; B3; own

private information at position IV: bS) than in others (e.g. �rst three predictions: A1; A2; B3; own

private information: aW ). As a result, the time between getting the private information and predicting

the state might depend on the complexity of the individual problem. Because other agents might try to

learn something by evaluating the length of this time interval, the new signal is delayed randomly by a

minimum of three seconds and by a maximum of seven seconds to generate a noisy \time" signal. This

procedure is public information. At the end of each round, the true state is revealed.

Each session lasted about 110 minutes and consisted of at least 74 rounds (maximum: 86 rounds) of which

the �rst three periods were part of the instructions and thus not paid. The relatively large number of

rounds per session enables us to evaluate the data with respect to learning. Moreover, the questionnaire,

which subjects �lled out at the end of the experiment, will help to distinguish between systematic non-

Bayesian behavior and random errors since participants were asked to describe their decision heuristics.

126 subjects participated in this experiment (=21 sessions). They were recruited from undergraduate

and graduate business administration courses at the University of Mannheim, Germany, and had no

previous experience with this experiment. Each session lasted about two hours. All earned currency

units were converted to Deutsche Mark (DM) and rounded up to the next DM at the end of each session.

Participants earned on average 31.79 DM with a minimum of 27.00 DM and a maximum of 36.00 DM.8

8Fixed exchange rate: 1 Euro = 1,95583 DM.
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2 Rational Bayesian Strategy

The obvious benchmark to analyze the experimental data is based on Bayes' rule assuming that every

participant acts accordingly in every situation. By contrast, public information is assumed to contain

no information under the alternative Private Information (PI) assumption. Agents believing that PI is

optimal are overcon�dent because they consider others' decisions as being completely useless under all

circumstances.9

At position I, a subject should predict according to her signal, since this is always better than random

guessing. Thus, the �rst participant should predict state A if she has received an a1
X
-signal and state B

otherwise. Figure 3 shows the possible prediction paths up to position III with the respective probabilities

that state A will occur assuming Bayesian updating.

Figure 3: Some prediction paths at positions I, II and III

The decision situations at positions I, II and III are shown depending on the private signal iX 2 faS ; aW ; bW ; bSg and

the observable decision history. Based on probabilities for state A the rational decision is shown. Moreover, the posterior

probabilities for an observed decision are provided. History h3 = A1B2A3 leads to the same posterior probability (0.700) as

history h1 = A1. The star symbol indicates this circle.
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If the �rst prediction is A1, it is obvious that this prediction should be based on private information

a1
S
or a1

W
. The second participant who observes the �rst prediction can infer using Bayes' rule that the

predicted state will occur with probability p (A j A1) =
7

10
. If she receives a strong signal she should

predict according to her private information. Thus, in this situation Bayes' rule and PI lead to the

9In our experimental setting, overcon�dence is equivalent to being sceptical about others' capabilities to solve the decision

problem correctly. If a subject insinuates that other participants have committed an error she will make exactly this error.

As a result the subject is implicitly overcon�dent relative to the population. In section 3 we will show that those participants

who take correct decisions are not under-con�dent because even incorporating others' decision errors cannot justify deviating

from the Bayesian updating case at position II.
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same prediction. However, a weak signal is dominated by the �rst participant's prediction. The private

information b2
W

cannot lead to a prediction B2 using Bayes' rule because the �rst decision is based on

contradicting information, which is more informative than b2
W
.

The prediction history h2
id(A)

= A1A2 with p (A j A1A2) =
7

10
�

3

5
�

1

2
7

10
�

3

5
�

1

2
+

3

10
�

2

5
�

1

2

= 7

9
leads to the same prediction

pattern at position III, i.e. only a bS signal can prevent the development of a cascade at this stage. The

other probabilities can be calculated as usual. It is important to remember that all private information

signals are drawn independently.

Observing the other possible history h2 = A1B2, all remaining participants know that the second

decision is based on b2
S
. As a result, only a3

S
can lead to prediction A3. Thus, the prediction his-

tory h3 = (A1; B2; A3) implies two contradicting strong signals at positions II and III which neutral-

ize each other. The probability for state A is the same as after position I observing a prediction A1�
p (A j A1B2A3) =

7

10
= p (A j A1)

�
. The prediction paths displayed in �gure 4 are based on histories

h3
id
= A1A2A3 (*), on h

3 = A1A2B3 (**) or on h
3 = A1B2B3 (***).

After three identical predictions (*) one should always predict the same state regardless of the own

private signal, i.e. an information cascade arises rationally. State B is predicted at position III after two

A-predictions (**) only if a b3
S
signal has been drawn. As a result, it is rational to predict the state

according to the own private signal at position IV. At positions V and VI no obvious heuristic can be

provided. Note that an information cascade always starts after three consecutive identical predictions.

In addition, public and private information lead with two exceptions at position VI to unambiguous

predictions in contrast to Anderson and Holt (1997).

A potentially interesting situation arises if the a posteriori probabilities for both states are close to

50%. If participants are just slightly uncertain whether observable predictions are reliable or whether the

probability of individual mistakes is greater than zero, they will put more weight on their own private

information that might lead to a collapse of an information cascade. However, the data will show that

it is possible to distinguish between \rational" adjustments in the updating procedure and \irrational"

overcon�dence.
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Figure 4: Some prediction paths at positions IV, V and VI

The decision situations at positions IV, V and VI are displayed in this �gure depending on the private signal iX 2

faS ; aW ; bW ; bSg and the decision histories based on histories h3id(A) = A1A2A3 (*), on h
3 = A1A2B3 (**) or on h

3 = A1B2B3

(***). Based on probabilities for state A the decision is shown. Moreover, the posterior probabilities for an observed decision

are provided. Situations, which occur identically at di�erent positions, are marked with a special symbol (e.g. a star).
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3 Results

Our analysis is based on the experimental data from 21 sessions with a total of 126 subjects. In 1639

rounds, subjects submitted 9834 individual predictions. 107 of the 126 participants made more correct

predictions than they would have made based only on their private information. On average, subjects

were able to make correct predictions in 3.78 rounds (�� = 0:47) in which their own signal was wrong

using the available public information.10 This signi�cant improvement (t-statistic=8.1, � < 0:001) was

achieved during the whole session.

Learning within the whole group is not observable since comparing the results of the �rst �fteen rounds

with those of the last �fteen rounds does not reveal a signi�cant di�erence. In addition, individuals'

behavior was stable, i.e. systematic deviations from rationality did not disappear or worsen. Based on

this result we will consider all predictions as being independent. However, we will check for session

speci�c results.

To understand the development of cascades it is necessary to analyze the �rst three predictions within

each round since these decisions have a crucial inuence on the aggregated results of the round. Moreover,

it is easier to identify plausible reasons for deviations from rational behavior. Then, we proceed with

the analysis of cascades and reverse cascades. This includes the extraction of behavioral regularities

and the identi�cation of their e�ect on welfare. Finally, we will present and discuss results from probit

regressions.

3.1 Predictions at position I

At position I within a round, a participant can base her decision only on her private information and on

her knowledge about the information structure. It is obvious that she should predict the state indicated

by her private information since even a weak signal has a higher probability than random guessing.

Note that the risk attitude or beliefs about others' behavior do not inuence the prediction at position I

because only two states exist and the prediction is irreversible. Table 1 shows the aggregated predictions

classi�ed as \Bayesian" or \non-Bayesian" depending on the signal strength.

As table 1 shows, about 91% of all �rst predictions were made according to the �rst participant's private

information. There are only 23 (3.0%) predictions against a strong signal, but 123 (14.2%) predictions

against a weak signal. A plausible (but non-rational) explanation can be found for 14 of these 23 decisions

based on a strong signal: in the previous round they had predicted the ex post wrong state although

this might have been rational for them. 47 of the 123 predictions against a weak signal occurred after an

ex post wrong prediction in the previous round.11 Of the remaining 74 non-Bayesian predictions, twelve

10Subjects participated on average in 78 rounds. Based on the probabilities for strong and weak signals, they received

23.4 (=30%) wrong signals.

11Only two predictions against the own weak signal occurred in round 1. At position I, the median of predictions against

the own weak signal is �ve for all sessions. This number varies between zero and ten except for one session, in which 18 out

of 46 predictions were made against the own weak private information.
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Table 1: First Prediction

The �rst predictions of each round are shown for all 1639 rounds depending on the signal strength (strong/weak). In

addition, each decision is classi�ed as \Bayesian" or \non-Bayesian". Since only the own private information is available at

position I, the predicted state should be the one indicated by the private information. In this case, the prediction is classi�ed

as \Bayesian".

position I strong weak
P

obs. in % obs. in % obs. in %

Bayesian 747 97.0 746 85.8 1493 91.1

non-Bayesian 23 3.0 123 14.2 146 8.9

all 770 869 1639

(six) occurred within the �rst (last) ten rounds of an experimental session. Thus, there does not exist

any indication that these predictions should be attributed to inexperience or to boredom con�rming our

result of no learning.12

However, gambler's fallacy can explain about half of the predictions against the own private information if

the prediction in the previous round has been correct. These subjects believe that the probability for both

states is changing based on the observed history of state realizations in previous rounds: subjects predict

against their own signal more often if the private information indicates the state which occurred in the

previous round(s) even though they have submitted a correct prediction. Suppose a subject receives the

private information a1
W
. In addition, she has observed and has correctly predicted state A in the previous

n rounds (n � 1). In this situation, 37 of the 74 predictions against the own weak private information

occurred. The same happened in �ve of the nine similar cases with a strong signal. In addition, nobody

predicted against the own private information if this person's prediction in the previous round has been

correct and the private information indicates the other state for this round. The remaining 37 predictions

against the own private information at position I cannot be explained since they exhibit no regularity.

3.2 Predictions at position II

The predictions at position II are based on observed predictions at position I and on own private in-

formation. Moreover, the information structure is common knowledge and can be used for updating

probabilities. In table 2 the predictions are classi�ed as \Bayesian" or \non-Bayesian" depending on

both, the signal strength and the �rst prediction D1.

More than 97% of all predictions at position II are made according to the own strong private informa-

tion. Predictions against the own strong private information are resulting from random errors. If the

private weak information con�rms the �rst prediction, about 91% of the participants decide to follow

12The result that subjects did not learn is not too surprising given the limited information they received at the end of

each round. They could only compare the prediction sequence and their own signal with the outcome but the underlying

signal sequence was not revealed.
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Table 2: Second prediction

In this table the second predictions within a round are displayed for all 1639 rounds depending on private information (i2X)

and on the round's �rst prediction (D1). In addition, each decision is classi�ed as \Bayesian" or \non-Bayesian" assuming

rationality of the �rst decider. The decision should be based only private information if the signal is strong. A weak signal

implies the same decision as the �rst one regardless of the signal. Thus, if D1 6= i
2

W it is rational to follow the �rst prediction.

Results are given in percentage of column total. Rational herding, i.e. following the previous decision against the own private

information, can occur only with a weak signal (italics). Predictions that can be caused by overcon�dence are denoted in

bold.

position II D1 = i2 D1 6= i2

strong weak strong weak
P

Bayesian 97.1 90.8 97.7 50.7 78.3

non-Bayesian 2.9 9.2 2.3 49.3 21.7

the own information and thus the �rst prediction. The remaining 9% of the predictions are submit-

ted against the own weak private information and the �rst prediction
�
D1 = i2

W

�
. As at position I,

gambler's fallacy, random errors and a reaction to the own ex post wrong prediction in the previous

round explain some of these predictions. It is notable however that the number of deviations is almost

three times as high as at position I with a strong signal although the probabilities are almost the same�
p
�
A j A1a

2

W

�
= 7

9
vs. p

�
A j a1

S

�
= 4

5

�
.

Although one should predict against the own weak signal that is contradicting the �rst prediction�
D1 6= i2

W

�
based on Bayes' rule, 49.3% of all decisions follow the own signal. It is obvious that such a

deviation cannot be explained using the above mentioned reasons especially since the probability for the

correct state is about the same as having a weak signal at position I (60.9% vs. 60.0%). The only di�erence

is that it requires a prediction against the own private information at position II. Obviously, participants

put too much weight on their private information compared to the public information, which clearly

indicates the existence of overcon�dence.13 Note that gambler's fallacy would increase the proportion of

\Bayesian" predictions because agents would then predict against their own private signal.

One might argue at this point that the observed deviations are the result of a more sophisticated up-

dating procedure, i.e. taking a certain amount of mistakes at position I into account. Both random

ordering and anonymous predictions prevent conditioning the decision at position II on the identity

of the person predicting at position I. As a consequence, error rates include beliefs about individual

error rates as well as their distribution within the group. Prediction errors attributed to decisions

based on a strong signal (�) and decision errors based on a weak signal (�) must be high enough

such that p
�
A j ~A1

�
�

3

5
to justify a prediction of state B based on information ~A1b

2

W
.14 Thus,

13Anderson and Holt (1997) report about 15% deviations in which subjects predict according to their own signal but

should follow the crowd without evaluating possible reasons.

14 ~A1 denotes a prediction of state A at position I including error rates � and �.
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p
�
A j ~A1

�
=

1

2
[1
2
[(1��) 4

5
+(1��)

3

5
]]

1

2
[ 1
2
[(1��) 4

5
+(1��)

3

5
]+ 1

2
[(1+�) 1

5
+(1+�)

2

5
]]
�

3

5
. Using some algebra leads to the conclusion:

� � 5

11
�

12

11
�. Figure 5 shows the error rate combinations for predictions at position I which do not

warrant a deviation from the Bayesian prediction without error rates. Note that an error rate of 0.5 is

equivalent to assuming that all predictions at position I are random.

Figure 5: Error rates at position II

A subject at position II who receives a weak signal which indicates the other, not yet predicted state
�
i
2

W 6= D1

�
, should

predict against her own signal as long as the anticipated error rates at position I are less than � and � after receiving a strong

or weak signal, respectively. An error rate of 0.5 is equivalent to the assumption that all predictions with the associated

strength are randomly made at position I.
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The actual average error rates (see table 1) are � = 0:03 and � = 0:142 for strong and weak signals

at position I, respectively. Error rates vary between 0 and 0.114 for � and between 0 and 0.391 for

� between sessions. Only in one session, error rates were almost suÆciently high enough to justify a

prediction according to the own weak signal at position II. On average, error rates could have been

2.5 times higher than the actually observed ones, before it would have been rational to deviate from

predicting the state suggested by Bayesian updating.

These results are a clear indication of overcon�dence because agents believe that the others made more

mistakes than they actually did. An alternative explanation would be regret aversion. Regret averse

people su�er an additional utility loss if they predict against their own signal and this turns out to be

ex post wrong. To avoid this, agents put a higher weight on their own information than is rationally

appropriate. Regret aversion and overcon�dence are closely related in our experimental setting since both

biases lead to overweighing of the own private information. However, only overcon�dence is consistent

with gambler's fallacy because the decision maker believes in her superior prediction ability even if this

implies predicting against the own information. Overcon�dence is also consistent with subjects' answers

in the �nal questionnaire. Only very few subjects mentioned that they adjusted their predictions to

account for others' potential errors. They simply believed in their (wrong) decision heuristics and the

observed behavior is not the result of random mistakes. Other alternative explanations such as conformity

and representativeness would enforce predictions according to Bayesian updating.

Summing up, potential cascades collapse relatively often at position II because subjects assign more
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weight to their own weak private information. Although we have collected only subjects' predictions and

not their probability judgments that lead to these predictions it is possible to identify some more precise

decision heuristics. In addition to the observed behavior, subjects' answers in the �nal questionnaire

reveal that a lot of subjects followed their own signal if they had to decide at positions II without

considering the �rst prediction. As a consequence, two contradicting predictions at the beginning of a

round would contain no additional information compared to the situation without public information

since the distinction between strong and weak signals at position II is lost. Moreover, this heuristic

demonstrates that agents use simple heuristics which may often lead to Bayesian-like predictions but not

always.

3.3 Predictions at position III

This fact has an important impact on some decisions at position III which are shown in table 3 depending

on the observed history of predictions and on the private information. The classi�cation of predictions

assumes that all agents use Bayes' rule to aggregate information.

Table 3: Third prediction

In this table the third predictions of each round are displayed for all 1639 rounds depending on the signal (i3), its strength

(strong/weak) and on the �rst two decisions (h2) within this round, which are either identical
�
h
2

id 2 fA1A2;B1B2g
�
or not�

h
2 2 fA1B2;B1A2g

�
. In addition, each decision is classi�ed as \Bayesian" or \non-Bayesian" assuming rationality of the

�rst two deciders. Rational herding, i.e. following the previous decision against the own private information, can occur only

with a weak signal (italics). Predictions, which can be caused by overcon�dence, are denoted in bold. \Irrational" herding

is marked with a star (*).

h2
id
2 fA1A2; B1B2g n=958

position III D2 = i3 D2 6= i3

strong weak strong weak
P

Bayesian 98.8 95.3 85.3 76.4 88.5

non-Bayesian 1.2 4.7 14.7* 23.6 11.5

h2 2 fA1B2; B1A2g n=681

D2 = i3 D2 6= i3

strong weak strong weak
P

Bayesian 95.9 84.2 98.5 26.3 78.1

non-Bayesian 4.1 15.8 1.5 73.7 21.9

At position III it is rational to predict always according to the own strong private information. With a

weak signal one should follow the immediate predecessor. Decisions, which are based on a strong signal,

are almost always in line with Bayes' rule. The only notable exception can be observed if subjects observe

h2
id

and D2 6= i3
S
. Then, 14.7% follow the crowd by predicting against their own private information.
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This \irrational" herding is consistent with conformity and assumed errors in observed predictions. In

addition, it is in line with the stated heuristics of the questionnaire because the prediction A2 is based in

this case only on signals a2
W

and a2
S
which overrule the information b3

S
using Bayes' rule. However, the

same reasoning as well as anticipated error rates cannot explain the substantial deviation from predictions

based on a weak signal in the same situation. The only explanation for this behavior is overcon�dence,

i.e. assigning almost no weight to the �rst two predictions.

If the �rst two predictions disagree and the own weak information contradicts the last observed prediction�
D2 6= i3

W

�
, about three quarters of the predictions (73.7%) follow the own signal. This evidence can be

explained with the anticipation of error rates and with the stated heuristic in the questionnaire, which is

based on overcon�dence. A noteworthy 26.3% of Bayesian predictions indicate as in the previous situation

with h2
id

that public information is not completely ignored as suggested by the Private Information

hypothesis.

In summary, predictions at position III are mostly consistent with overcon�dent agents who put too much

weight on their own information. The attempt to \correct" for errors contained in the public information

is an indication for overcon�dence at position III because it assumes a degree of sophistication at position

II that contradicts the assumption of errors at both positions I and II. Moreover, predictions at positions

IV, V and VI con�rm also that overcon�dence is the reason for deviations from rational Bayesian updating.

3.4 Aggregate results - survival of cascades

If the �rst three predictions were made using Bayes' rule, 723 complete cascades and 220 complete reverse

cascades would have occurred15 because three consecutive identical predictions cannot be overruled even

with strong contradicting private information. Only the assumption of position independent error rates

without attempts to correct for these errors at earlier positions can change the information content of

the publicly observable predictions enough to justify a prediction against the crowd based on a strong

signal. If the agent at position IV believed that every predecessor decided based only on each subject's

own private information, there would be even more reason to follow the crowd
�
p = 343

451

�
than under the

assumption of Bayes rule
�
p = 21

37

�
.

Due to non-Bayesian predictions at positions I through III, at most 503 complete cascades and 139

complete reverse cascades might be observed in this experiment. The other potentially complete (re-

verse) cascades are destroyed by random errors and by overcon�dent behavior at positions II and III.

Table 4 shows how many (reverse) cascades survive until the end of the round. In addition, the private

information, which is responsible for the collapsing cascade, is provided.

Of the 503 complete cascades, which should occur after position III with there identical predictions, only

318 (63.2%) are actually completed at the end of a round. About 75% of the cascades collapse due to a

strong private signal that indicates the opposite state. These collapses result in a welfare loss especially if

the remaining participants follow this prediction. Reverse cascades collapse relatively more often. Their

15A (reverse) cascade is complete if all six subjects predict the same state and this prediction is ex post correct (wrong).
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Table 4: Survival of cascades and reverse cascades

In this table the number of (reverse) cascades are shown that survived until this position. In addition, the private information

i
y
x with x 2 fS;Wg in relation to the most recent prediction Dy�1 is provided if the (reverse) cascade collapses.

cascades reverse cascades

position y IV V VI IV V VI

start 503 422 372 139 91 77

i
y

S
= Dy�1 2 0 2 0 0 0

i
y

W
= Dy�1 4 0 8 5 0 0

i
y

S
6= Dy�1 65 40 35 38 13 16

i
y

W
6= Dy�1 10 10 9 5 1 1

end 422 372 318 91 77 59

number is reduced from a potential of 139 after position III to 59 completed reverse cascades at the end

of a round. The higher rate of collapsed reverse cascades (57.6% vs. 36.8%) is not surprising due to the

information structure. Since all private information depends on the realized state it is more likely that

strong and weak signals indicate the correct state. As a direct consequence, the likelihood of a strong

signal that contradicts the developing reverse cascade is higher than the likelihood for a contradicting

strong signal within a cascade. Together with overcon�dence the result is explained.

Collapsing reverse cascades increase welfare, i.e. overcon�dence can be bene�cial. But since the absolute

number of collapsed cascades (185) is larger than that of the collapsed reverse cascades (80), the overall

e�ect of overcon�dence on information aggregation is negative. Participants were obviously scared by the

prospect of encountering a reverse cascade and therefore tried to avoid it although this was costly. After

they had received their payment, some participants were asked to guess how often complete cascades

occurred in relation to reverse cascades. The most common answer was \close to 1:1" although the

relation was more than 5:1 as the results in table 4 show.

The analysis of the prediction behavior in potential (reverse) cascades is the next step. Looking only at

those cases in which an unanimous prediction history exists has one advantage: The stable Bayesian up-

dating benchmark allows to identify hints about the updating procedure. Table 5 provides the percentage

of conforming predictions within potentially complete (reverse) cascades.

As expected, di�erences in prediction behavior in cascades and reverse cascades do not exist since the

agents do not know in which cascade situation they are. Deviation from the rational prediction is almost

non-existent starting at position III if the own private signal con�rms the observed previous predictions.16

Agents with a weak contradicting signal deviate in more than 10% of all cases until position V. The

increasing percentages demonstrate that subjects do not ignore public information completely but they

16We did not �nd a systematic pattern to explain why weak con�rming signals led to 13% contradicting predictions at

position VI. 52 out of 60 possible cascades (=87%) occurred. The remaining eight cascades collapsed in six di�erent sessions.

Therefore, individual random errors are the most likely reason.
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Table 5: Con�rming predictions within complete (reverse) cascades

The percentage of conforming predictions after observing an unanimous history (h
y

id
) until position y is displayed dependent

on the private information iX and on whether a cascade (C) or a reverse cascade (RC) is developing. Following previous

predictions (Dy�1) is rational except in those cases marked with a star (*).

predictions (in %) after observing h
y

id

position II III IV V VI

C RC C RC C RC C RC C RC

i
y

S
= Dy�1 98 94 99 100 99 100 100 100 98 100

i
y

W
= Dy�1 90 92 96 94 96 89 100 100 87 95

i
y

W
6= Dy�1 51 50 80 72 91 79 90 96 93 95

i
y

S
6= Dy�1 3* 2* 18* 11* 35 39 50 46 61 47

put more weight on their own information than it is rational. The same pattern can be observed looking

at predictions based on strong contradicting private information. From positions IV to VI the prediction

percentage increases by about ten percentage points with each con�rming prediction.

As mentioned before, learning did not occur in this experiment since the prediction pattern did not change

within a session. However, the decision time (excluding the random delays) decreases signi�cantly if the

�rst ten rounds are compared with the last ten rounds. This decrease is due to subjects' experience

because there is no evidence that previous outcomes have an inuence on the decision time even after

experiencing a reverse cascade. Thus, we can conclude that subjects used their decision heuristics and

that they did not modify them systematically during the session. In some sense this con�rms the notion of

overcon�dence because subjects were (over-)con�dent predicting optimally. This result does not support

the result of Gervais and Odean (2001). In their multi-period market model traders become overcon�dent

early. After some time, they learn to reduce the degree of overcon�dence. It is possible that our subjects

did not have enough experience although there exists no hint why subjects should start learning after

more than 60 rounds.

3.5 Welfare and updating heuristic

We have shown that agents are on average overcon�dent. Now, two questions still remain. First, the

consequences for the information aggregation process must be quanti�ed. Second, the performance of

agents' stated heuristics will be evaluated. To answer the �rst questions, we compare the observed data

with our two benchmarks, Bayesian Updating (BU) and Private Information (PI). Within both scenarios

it is assumed that all agents use the same decision rules, i.e. under PI everybody uses only her private

information and disregards publicly observable predictions in all situations completely. For the second

question, we generate a third benchmark, a modi�ed counting heuristic (MCH). This updating procedure

is derived from a combination of heuristics which subjects provided after the experiment:
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� Predict according to your own strong signal if you are at position I, II, III or IV. In addition, use

it at positions V and VI if more than one deviation is observable. Otherwise, follow the majority.

� Predict according to your own weak signal if your are at position I or II. In addition, use the

own signal only if no majority exists and the last two subjects have not predicted the same state.

Otherwise, follow the majority.

The modi�ed counting heuristic is consistent with the notion of overcon�dence since it puts more weight on

the private information than on the public information which is the major di�erence to BU. Therefore, the

decisions reveal the basic information better or more obviously than under BU. However, the information

quality decreases because the distinction between strong and weak signals is no longer possible in some

situations.

We calculate M�PI

BU�PI
with M 2 fBU; PI;MCHg as a measure for eÆciency. Observed predictions lead

to an eÆciency of 62.8% whereas using exclusively the heuristic increases eÆciency signi�cantly to 88.9%.

In other words, agents would have earned more if they had used their own heuristics. This heuristic is

obviously a reasonable response to others' behavior as long as everybody is not completely discarding

public information. It is more robust than Bayes' rule because it is easy to use especially given the

uncertainty about others' behavior. Moreover, it avoids most of the \painful" reverse cascades at an

eÆciency loss of about 10%. This rather small loss explains why learning does not occur. In four (of 21)

sessions subjects were not able to predict better than PI, i.e. earnings would have been higher using only

the own information.

The described heuristic is a combination of Bayesian Updating and using only private information.

Therefore, the heuristic may be better suited to deal with deviations from Bayesian Updating than using

Bayes rule. Table 6 contains predictions derived from 24 probit regressions. All observations are used

regardless of whether BU and MCH imply the same decision, or not. The prediction p(D = x j BU = x)

with x 2 f0; 1g at position y is derived from probit regressions containing BU as exogenous variable.

BU = 0 (BU = 1) denotes the situation if Bayesian updating leads to an ex post wrong (correct)

prediction. The actually observed decision D is either ex post correct (=1) or wrong (=0).

It is obvious from the data in table 6 that using the heuristic leads to better prediction results in most

situations. One exception is position I at which both the heuristic and Bayesian updating lead to the

same predictions. Thus, the estimates are the same. Bayesian updating only leads to better results if the

decision is ex post wrong (D = 0) at position II or if the decision is ex post correct (D = 1) at position

III. In all other situations, the heuristic describes subjects' decisions better than Bayes updating.

Bayesian updating and the heuristic imply the same decisions in a considerable number of situations. If we

drop all these situations we can better distinguish between the two \updating" procedures, i.e. we analyze

only those situations with BU 6= MCH . Table 7 contains predictions derived from probit regressions if

BU and MCH lead to di�erent predictions.

All predictions derived from the probit regressions are greater than or equal to 0.500. Thus, the above

described modi�ed counting heuristic explains the observed decisions better than Bayesian updating
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Table 6: Comparison of Bayesian updating and a simple heuristic

Ex post, subjects' decisions can be either correct (D = 1) or wrong (D = 0) depending on the realized state. BU = 0

(BU = 1) denotes the situation if Bayesian updating leads to an ex post wrong (correct) prediction. MCH is equal to 1 if

the modi�ed counting heuristic leads to an ex post correct prediction. The predictions are derived from probit regressions

using all observations of the speci�ed subsamples.

all observations

position p (D = 0 j BU = 0) p (D = 0 jMCH = 0) p (D = 1 j BU = 1) p (D = 1 jMCH = 1)

1 0.917 0.917 0.908 0.908

2 0.741 0.715 0.760 0.828

3 0.706 0.822 0.876 0.872

4 0.585 0.683 0.793 0.854

5 0.521 0.676 0.802 0.845

6 0.502 0.556 0.744 0.761

Table 7: Bayesian updating vs. modi�ed counting heuristic

Ex post, subjects' decisions can be either correct (D = 1) or wrong (D = 0) depending on the realized state. BU = 0

(BU = 1) denotes the situation if Bayesian updating leads to an ex post wrong (correct) prediction. MCH is equal to 1 if

the modi�ed counting heuristic leads to an ex post correct prediction. The predictions are derived from probit regressions

using only those observations of the speci�ed subsamples with di�erent predictions based on Bayesian updating and based

on the modi�ed counting heuristic.

Bayes 6= Heuristic

position p (D = 0 jMCH = 0; BU = 1) p (D = 1 jMCH = 1; BU = 0)

2 0.524 0.545

3 0.627 0.654

4 0.599 0.635

5 0.620 0.691

6 0.500 0.608

in all but one situation. This result shows that simple heuristics can lead to better prediction results

if public information is based on others' non-Bayesian decisions. More speci�cally, the experimental

results indicate that a certain degree of overcon�dence is a better response to others' overcon�dence and

non-systematic errors than Bayesian updating.
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4 Conclusion

The purpose of this experiment was to study information aggregation with two di�erent qualities of

information and to identify how the individual updating process inuences the aggregation process. The

available information is (partially) aggregated since almost all participants predicted better than based

only on their own private information. Agents' overcon�dence provides the only consistent explanation

for the observed deviations from Bayes' rule. Other explanations, such as advanced error correction,

regret aversion and gambler's fallacy are inconsistent with the data. Overcon�dent prediction behavior

leads to fewer than expected cascades and reverse cascades. Although this individual behavior reduces

relatively more reverse cascades than correct cascades the (absolute) e�ect on welfare is signi�cantly

negative. Sometimes, the collapse of information cascades initiates new cascades.

Based on this experiment several extensions may provide further insights about how information is ag-

gregated in groups. Eventually, these will then lead to market situations in which prices might provide

additional information about the precision of private information. A next step to evaluate the updat-

ing procedure might be to extract probability judgments immediately before participants submit their

predictions. Another modi�cation of this baseline experiment is the choice whether participants want to

buy private information for a �xed cost, or not. This will answer the question whether participants can

distinguish between informative and uninformative decisions in a rather simple environment. A crucial

feature of markets is the possibility to decide at which time one would like to take action. An endogenous

timing decision can have two e�ects on the aggregation process. On the one hand it can improve aggrega-

tion especially if participants with higher quality of information have an incentive (e.g. to avoid a waiting

cost) to move earlier than those with weak signals who gain more by observing public information. But

on the other hand overcon�dence can lead to situations in which agents move too fast based on their

private information and thus create misleading public signals for the others. Finally, our simple setting

can be extended by a pricing mechanism and by allowing simultaneous or repeated decisions.
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Appendix

Sequential Information Processing Experiment

Instructions

Thank you for your participation in this experiment of economic decision making. The money for your

payment has been provided by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. This session will probably last

about two hours. Please follow these instructions very carefully to earn as much money as possible. You

can always ask questions until the end of the test rounds.

Information structure and course of a round

In this experiment you shall predict the occurring state in each round based on your private signal and

the existing public information. The ordering of the six participants is determined randomly in each

round.

Two states, marked \A" (white ball) and \B" (black ball), can occur. The state is being determined by

random draw from an urn, which contains ten \A"-balls and ten \B"-balls, i.e. both states occur with

the same probability
�
p = 1

2

�
.

If state A occurred, the private signal will be determined for each participant as follows:

First the strength of the signal has to be determined by drawing from an urn, which contains ten \strong"

and ten \weak" signals, i.e. the possibility of the signal being strong (S) or weak (W) is equal
�
p = 1

2

�

(see left big urn).

The signal is now being determined, dependant on its strength, by a draw from another urn:

� The "strong" urn contains four \A"-signals and only one \B"-signal (small urn, top-left).

) The ratio of \A"- and \B"-signals is 4:1.

� The weak urn contains three \A"-Signals and two \B"-signals (small urn, lower-left).

) The ratio of \A"- and \B"-signals is 3:2.

The following �gure illustrates the procedure:
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First of all, the computer determines the order, in which the predictions have to be submitted. When

it is your turn, you �rst see your private signal, as well as the accompanying strength of signal. Then

you are asked to submit your prediction. Submitted predictions are public information, i.e. the following

participants can observe the predictions of all predecessors in addition to their own signal (at the bottom

of your monitor). However, they cannot infer neither the underlying signal nor the accompanying signal's

strength. The identi�cation of the participants is not possible either. Your position within a round is

display as a red number.

Attention: An additional information cannot be inferred from the reaction time of the acting par-

ticipant since the computer enforces a random delay of at least three and not more than

seven seconds before passing on the private signal.

As soon as all six participants have made their decision, the occurred state will be announced and a

further round (with new information) begins.

Test Rounds

Before you will earn money with your predictions, you will become better acquainted with the procedures

in three unpaid test rounds. During these test rounds you can always ask questions about the information

structure and the course of the experiment.

Payment

You will participate in at least 25 and at most 100 rounds, in which you will be paid according to the

correctness of your predictions. For each correct prediction you will receive 300 currency units (cu) , for

each wrong prediction only 100 cu. At the end of the experiment the total payo� for all six participants

will be converted in Deutsche Mark (DM) according to the expected hourly earnings of 16 DM. With the

resulting exchange rate for this session your earnings will be converted in DM (and rounded up to the

next DM).

Example:

� You have submitted 27 correct and 8 wrong predictions in 35 rounds: 8900 cu.

� All six participants have earned with their predictions: 43200 cu.

� The experiment (instructions and test rounds included) has lasted 2 hours.

Consequently, the exchange rate is computed as 43200cu

16
DM
h

�6�2h
= 225 cu

DM
:

As a result you earned 39.56 DM and you will receive 40.00 DM.

If you have any questions, now or during the test rounds, you can ask them in the next three minutes as

well as during the three test rounds.

Final questionnaire

This questionnaire can help us to understand your decisions better and to generate new ideas for other

experiments. The more precisely you formulate your statements, the better we can use them.

1. Which decision rule (or heuristic) have you used to make your predictions?

2. Has your behavior changed during the experiment? If so, why?
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3. How strong, depending on the decision time (�rst position, second position, etc.), have you weighed

your signal compared to the decisions that were already publicly known?

4. Would you like to decide again at the end of a period? If applicable, how often and why would you

predict against your own information?

5. What would you do, if you could decide when to submit your prediction, instead of doing this in a

predetermined order?

6. How would you change your behavior, if you lose money by waiting for a longer time?
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